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In this contribution we investigate the symmetry energy term of the nuclear equation of state by
a detailed study of the isotopic distributions produced in 40,48Ca +40,48 Ca collisions at E/A = 35
MeV. The experiment was performed at GANIL where we coupled the VAMOS spectrometer with
the 4π INDRA detctor. The VAMOS is used to measure the isotopic distributions of the projectile
like fragment (PLF) with high resolution, and INDRA is used, to estimate the impact parameter and
excitation energy by measuring all charged products emitted in coincidence with PLF. This coupling
allows us to estimate the relative contribution of surface and volume terms to the symmetry energy
in the nuclear EOS. The knowledge of these relative contributions and, especially, the relevance of
the surface term are key to explore to what extent one can learn about the density dependence of the
symmetry energy in infinite nuclear matter from multifragmentation of finite nuclei and from nuclear
reaction dynamics.
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1. Introduction

Heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies are considered as the only terrestrial means to ex-
plore the nuclear equation of state (EOS) under laboratory controlled conditions. In such reactions the
nuclear matter evolves through extreme conditions of density, temperature and N/Z asymmetry that
can be encountered only in astrophysical environments like supernovae explosions and neutron stars.
Moreover, heavy-ion collisions can simulate the supernovae neutrinosphere [1] (the surface of the
last scattering for the neutrinos). The equation of state has been extensively explored for symmetric
nuclear matter and constraints on its stiffness have been settled [2]. However the equation of state for
asymmetric nuclear matter (δ,0) is still largely unknown. More particularly, many experimental and
theoretical studies are devoted to the search for the density dependence of the symmetry energy term
of the EOS [3–12].

In this contribution we investigate the symmetry energy term of nuclear EOS by detailled study
of the isotopic distributions of the projectile like fragments (PLF) measured in 40,48Ca +40,48 Ca
collisions at E/A = 35 MeV. In particular we will reconstruct the primary fragments in order to take
into account the secondary decay. From the reconstructed primary framents we estimate the relative
contribution of surface and volume terms to the symmetry energy in the nuclear EOS. The knowledge
of these relative contributions and, especially, the relevance of the surface term are key to explore to
what extent one can learn about the density dependence of the symmetry energy in infinite nuclear
matter from multifragmentation of finite nuclei and from nuclear reaction dynamics.
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2. Observables to explore the symmetry energy term

The density dependence of the symmetry energy is expected to affect several observables that can
be measured in heavy-ion collisions [4–7, 10, 13]. Among these, the shape of isotopic distributions
were studied in transport code simulations, AMD (antisymmetrized molecular dynamics) [14] and
SMF [15], through the determination of the free energy of fragments in the model connected with their
statistical properties. Recently, in the framework of stochastic mean field calculations, M. Colonna
[16] demonstrated that the shape of the isotopic distribution can be related to the symmetry energy
term of the EOS. In this context, full SMF simulations in a box for unstable matter allow the fragment
formation. The isovector fluctuations were estimated as a function of the local density inside the
fragmenting system by looking at the variance of the isovector density in cells having the same
density. If the equilibrium is reached the quantity F = T/σ (where T is the temperature and σ is the
isovector variance) coincides with the effective symmetry free energy. This analysis of the isotopic
distribution of the fragments should thus probe the local symmetry energy of clusterized systems.

In ref. [10] the authors simulate nuclear collisions at E/A = 35MeV with an impact parameter
equal to zero; they construct a global isotopic distribution, K(N,Z) : distributions for each Z−value
were well fitted by a quadratic function,

K(N,Z) = η(Z) + ξ(Z)N + ζ(Z)
(N − Z)2

N + Z
(1)

where η(Z), ξ(Z) and ζ(Z) are the fitting parameters. The obtained parameter of the quadratic term in
(N-Z) is associated by the authors to the symmetry energy coefficient csym(A) in the EOS through the
relation ζ(Z) = csym(A)/T , where T is the temperature of the system. The symmetry coefficient csym
is here the sum of a volume and surface term,

csym(A) = cv
sym + cs

symA−1/3 (2)

as in advance mass formula [17–19]. The obtained values of ζ(Z) = c(A)/T for each Z have almost
no dependence on the charge Z (Z >4) (see Fig.3 of Ref. [10]). The AMD predictions of constant
ζ(Z) values with increasing Z indicate that the contributions of the surface to the symmetry energy
are strongly reduced in multifragmentation events. Based on these findings, the authors of Ref. [10]
conclude that, at the low density freeze-out stage, the surface term does not contribute strongly to the
symmetry energy. Therefore, the symmetry energy, csym(A), at finite temperature and subsaturation
densities that one can extract from fragment isotopic distributions correspond to the volume term of
the symmetry energy in infinite nuclear matter. The important conclusion of Ref. [10] is based on the
observation that the fit parameter ζ(Z) does not depend on Z as it is predicted by AMD calculations.
This result requires experimental confirmation. Moreover, the effect of secondary decays is expected
to destroy the signature of the symmetry energy that can be extracted from the primary isotopic
distributions. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where we represent AMD calculation for 48Ca +48 Ca at
E/A = 35MeV with impact parameter b > 6 f m, for two effective interactions, Gogny and Gogny-AS.
Fig. 1 a) shows the primary isotopic distributions fitted with Eq. 1. The corresponding ζ(Z) parameter
(sensitive to the symmetry energy) is plotted in Fig. 1 b) and shows a clear difference between the
low interactions. However, after decay with the statistical model GEMINI [20], we cannot distinguish
anymore between the two interactions as it is seen in Fig. 1 c) . Therfore it is necessary to take into
account the secondary decay before comparing to the experimental data. We will show in the next
section the procedure for the experimental reconstruction of the primary isotopic distributions.

3. Experimental setup

We performed an experiment at GANIL using the VAMOS spectrometer [21–23] coupled to the
INDRA 4π array [24]. Four reactions have been studied combining Ca isotopes, 40,48Ca +40,48 Ca at
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a) b) c) 

Fig. 1. (Color on-line) AMD calculations for 48Ca+48Ca at E/A = 35MeV with impact parameter b > 6 f m.
a) Isotopic distributions of primary fragments produced in the reaction. The solid lines are the result of the fit
using Eq. 1. b) and c) : ζ(Z) parameters deduced from the isotopic distributions of the fragments obtained for
two effective interactions, Gogny and Gogny-AS; b) for primary isotopic distributions, c) after the decay of the
primary fragments.

E/A = 35MeV [25]. The use of a magnetic spectrometer allows one to measure a very wide range of
isotopic distributions. Indeed, these detectors are characterized by isotopic resolution which is much
higher than in any other kind of detector systems. Coupling this spectrometer to INDRA permits a
good impact parameter determination and the use of calorimetry techniques to estimate excitation
energies and temperatures in these reactions. In the case of peripheral collisions we measure the
isotope production cross sections for PLFs produced by deep inelastic mechanism at lower excitation
energy. The extraction of the parameter for each element Z can provide information about the surface
effects in the symmetry energy at finite temperature and at densities close to the saturation density.
The three first rings of INDRA were removed in order to allow the setting of the entrance of the
first quadrupole of VAMOS (Q1). The spectrometer is used to detect the mass and atomic number of
projectile like fragments (PLF). In this configuration, the angular acceptance of VAMOS is limited
to θ =±2.5◦. It was set at the angle 4.5◦ in such a way that it covers an angular range starting from
the grazing angle θ=2◦ up to θ=7◦. The momentum acceptance was about ±5%. The use of the
two quadrupoles allows to focus the incident particles at 7.7 m from the target. This time of flight
base is long enough to allow resolution of all isotopes produced in this experiment. The focal plane
of VAMOS is composed of two drift chambers which give the position of the reaction products,
followed by a sandwich of detectors : an ionization chamber (7 modules), Si-wall (18 independent
modules) and CsI-wall (72 detectors). INDRA is used to detect, in coincidence with VAMOS, the
light charged particles and intermediate mass fragments in the whole solid angle between θ=7◦ and
θ=176◦. The INDRA detector allows charge and isotope identification up to Be and only charge
identification for heavier fragments. To achieve a good mass resolution up to Z = 8-10, we replaced
the 300µm thick silicon detectors of Ring 6 and 7 by 150µm thick to lower energy thresholds for mass
identification and to permit the use of larger gains on the electronics. We made the same modification
in two modules at Rings 4, 5, 8 and 9 (reaching a maximum angle of about θ=45◦). Twelve Bρ sets
of the spectrometer have been measured to cover the full velocity range of the fragments. These
modifications allowed us to obtain limited but valuable information on an extended range of isotopes.
An example of the isotopic distribution of the fragment with atomic number ZPLF = 18, 20 (top
panel) is given in Fig. 2 (top panel) for the four reactions under study. The distributions span over
more than 14 isotopes with relative yields covering four orders of magnitude. Very n-rich isotopes are
populated reaching a value of N/Z = 1.57. This ratio exceeds by 11% the N/Z of the initial projectile
48Ca. We oberve an increase of the mean value ( < APLF >) and width (σ) of the distributions as the
n-richment of the system increases. Small effect of the target is observed.
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Fig. 2. (Color on-line) Isotopic distributions of fragments with atomic number ZPLF = 18 and 20 (top panel)
and ZPrimary = 18 and 20 (bottom panel).

4. Reconstruction of primary fragments

The aim of this work is to reconstruct the primary fragments produced in peripheral and semi-
peripheral collisions. These fragments are likely excited and exotic. They can decay by emitting light
particles. We present a method which allows us to associate the evaporated LCP and PLF to a given
primary fragment.

The criteria used to associated LCPs and a given PLF are based on two velocity selections. First,
particles with a positive parallel velocity in the center of mass of the system are selected (VCM

‖
>

0), so as to remove QT evaporated particles. Second, the relative velocity between a PLF detected
in VAMOS and LCP detected in INDRA (VV

rel) compared to the relative velocity between a heavy
fragment and LCP both detected in INDRA (V I

rel). Only particles with VV
rel < V I

rel are associated to
the PLF.

The described selection method was applied, event by event, to LCP (p, d, t, 3He, α and 6He)
emitted in coincidence with PLFs. Then the primary fragment charge (Zpr) is reconstructed as the
sum of the PLF charge and the evaporated LCP charges in the event ( Zpr = ZPLF +

∑MLCP
i=1 zi). Since we

do not measure experimentally the number of emitted neutrons, we define the primary mass number
without free neutrons as the sum of PLF mass and charged particle masses for a given primary charge
(Aprwon = APLF +

∑MLCP
i=1 Ai)

Fig. 2 (bottom panel) shows an example of primary isotopic distributions without free neutrons,
Aprwon, of the primary fragment with atomic number Zpr = 18, 20 for the four reactions considered.
We observe wider isotopic distribution than for ZPLF = 18, reaching up to 20 isotopes. We also
observe a strong dependence on the n-enrichment of the system. This distribution of primary mass
without free neutrons ( Aprwon = Apr − N) can be used as an observable. We evaluated the effect
of neutron emission on the width of Aprwon distribution using AMD + GEMINI calculations. The
effect on the width increases with excitation energy. A backtracing method using intensive GEMINI
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calculations is in progress in order to evalute the primary isotopic distribution. However we will show
preliminary results with Aprwon to evalute the relative contribution of surface and volume terms to the
symmetry energy in the nuclear EOS.

5. Symmetry energy term

Fig. 3. (Color on-line) Csym/T as function of Zpr for 48Ca +48 Ca at E/A = 35MeV and for two excitation
energy bins. The solid lines are the fit with Eq. 3

In order to extract the ζ(Z) parameter, we fitted the primary isotopic distribution for each primary
charge fragment with Eq. 1. The obtained values are reported in Fig. 3 as function of Zpr for two
excitation energy bins. The excitation energy was calculated event by event with the calorimetry
method and with an assumption of emitted neutrons. For the 48Ca+48 Ca we assumed that on average
the N/Z of the whole emitted particles conserves the N/Z value of the initial projectile (which is equal
to the N/Z of the target or the initial total system). The values of ζ(Z) parameter (or csym/T ) increase
slightly from 6 to 8 with primary charge for both bins of excitation energy. The Eq. 2 can be written
as :

Csym/T ≈ 1 − k(2Z)−1/3 (3)

where k = Cs/Cv, the ratio of a surface to volume contribution of the symmetry energy term, and 2Z
is an approximation to the mass number for a given fragment. The solid line of Fig. 3 is the result
of the fit using Eq. 3 where k is a free parameter. The values obtained for k are larger than the value
expected for ground state nuclei ( k ≥ 1.14). This finding suggests a strong effect of the surface
contribution to the symmetry energy term. This is what we excepct for the symmetry energy term for
a nuclear system at the saturation density.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this work, we have explored the density dependence of the symmetry energy term of the EOS
through the experimental study of the combined systems 48Ca+48 Ca at E/A = 35MeV . Unique mea-
surements have been achieved by coupling two apparatuses, a high acceptance spectrometer VAMOS
and 4π detector INDRA. The isotopic distribution of the projectile like fragments has been measured
in coincidence with the LCP. The primary experimental isotopic distibutions were reconstructed in
order to take into account the secondary decay. Using the primary observables, we were able to esti-
mate the relative contribution of surface and volume terms to the symmetry energy term of the nuclear
EOS at saturation density. The method employed will be used to investigate the symmetry energy at
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low density regions. The work is in progress for central collisions where subsaturation densities can
be explored.
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